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Ideas to capture
cupid's arrow
Melissa Mata
F eat11n1 Edllor
It's that time of the year again, when love is
in the air, and couples both young and old
search forthatperfectgiftfortheir"Valentine."
Some may choose roses, while others may
choose chocolates and stuffed animals. But if
you're still unsure about what to get your
sweetheart for that special day then here are a
few suggestions.
If you and .your loved one live apart then
you can give each other a "Connection Card"
which will allow you to receive 10 minutes of
long distance telephone time for free. The
"Connection Card" can be bought with a
decorated valentine card for $5.95 at the
Mailbox Depot on the comer of Jackson St
and W. University Drive.
The Mailbox Depot also offers candy
baskets with fresh hand-dipped chocolates,
taffee, cinnamon bears along with a variety of
other candies starting at $12.
Those who are interested in the more
traditional gifts such as flowers and candy
can also purchase roses starting at $15 or
carnations starting at $10. Other flower

I wouldn't mind getting a
card sayl ng ... how we
really feel about each
other.
Annette Rios
Senior
arrangements are also available starting at
$30.
JAC-LIN Balloons located at 480 l N. l 0th
St also has a variety of gifts available for
everyone from munchie baskets and condom
baskets to candy and stuffed talking bears.
Those who are 21 or older who might want to
have some "bubbly"withthatspecialsomeone
can purchase a champagne basket
JAC-LINalsooffersrosesstartingat$59.95
and carnation arrangements starting at $29.95.
But if for some reason you're on a tight
budget one might consider purchasing a dozen
roses from Wal-Mart for $10.97. Wal-Mart
alsoofferscandy filledmugsfor$4.97. Three
carnations are also available for $4.97.
For those who choose to make the night a
linle more memorable can do so by purchasing
lingerie for that special someone.

Wal-Mart offers a small selection of
women• s lingerie and evening wear that will
sparlc up the night for anyone.
Of course Victoria's Secret, located at La
Plaza Mall, is another place that can please
both men and women throughout the night
with a variety of evening wear sure to make
the mem0ntble.
Even though a variety of flower shops are
available for gifts and ideas some people have
already made up their minds as to what they
want for Valentine's.
Annette Rios and Gil Guevara, both seniors
whoareengagedtobemarried Jan.13, 1996,
agreed that spending time with each other
would be the perfect gift for each other.
"I feel like I already have everything I need,
but getting to spend a nice evening together
and maybe going to a nice romantic dinner
and a good movie would be nice," Rios said."l
wouldn'tmindgettingacardsayingsomething
about how we really feel about each other.
That would be nice too."
If you have a special someone to spend the
day with, remember one thing, say "I love
you!" with what is in your heart ifall else fails.
Don't worry, be happy and enjoy spending
the day with the one you love.

The PM AmericlnlCarto1a Veluco

Mellasa Ramirez, psychology major, looks over WaJ.Mart'a St.Valentlne'•
Day merchandlN u she ■hop■ early for her boyfriend.

Wednesday deadline for Students can surf internet
for
scholarships,
aid
Homecoming hopefuls
David Waltz
Staff

Student organizations, faculty,
staff and individual students are

encouragedtonominatcandsponsa
candidates for homecoming king and
queen. This is only the second time
in eleven years that UTPA is
sponsoring a homecoming event
The rules and regulations for the
event are as follows:
• You may nominate candidates
for king, queen or both. There is no
limit to the number of nominations
submitted.

• Each nominee must have an entry
for the Caravan of Lights.
• The cost for campaigning must
not exceed $100 per nominee.
• All nominees must be current
UTPA students with a confirmed
cumulative GPA of 2.0.
• All printed materials (poster and
flyers)requiringprintshopixoduction
must be ordered and purchased
through Graphic Design, 4320 N.
Bicentennial Blvd., McAllen, 6317763.
• The starting date is Feb. 8, 1995.
The deadline for a name to appear
on the ballot is Feb. 15, 1995 at 3:30
p.m. in the University Center room

303.
The nominees will be voted on
during a general election held on
Feb. 20 and-21.
Prizes will be awarded to the
winners of homecoming king,
queen, prince and princes.§.
The homecoming king and queen
will be awarded a $200 scholarship
each, and a room in the dormitory
forasemester. Thisdoesnotinclude
food.

The homecoming prince and
princess will each receive $50.
Questions can be addressed to the
UPB office U C 116 or for more
info. call, 381-2266 or 381-3676.

Library hours revamped
comparison with an average daily
attendance for a typical fall semester
Staff
day of 1,982."
In response to requests from
The sparse attendance of special students and the Student Government
late library hours during finals last Association last semester, library
semester has caused library personnel hours were extended four evenings
to reevaluate keeping the lilnry open during exam week until two in the
late this semester.
morning.
"Attendance for the four nights was
Nonnally the library is open until
sparse, with 111 the first night and 53 midnight during exam week.
the final night," Dr. Elinor Bridges,
Staffing for the special hours was
library director said. "This was in made possible by volunteers among

Jessica Coder

library staff, including full-time and
student assistant personnel, Bridges

(Editor's Mtt: This is only a partial
list. ofthe scholarslupsavialablt. For
a complete list, call the financial aid
office at 381-2501.)
Students who like surfing the
internet late at night or who have an
account here can find useful
information about financial aid.
Through the new Minority On-Line
Information Service (MOLIS) system
students can find useful information
on research centers, facilities,
equipment; pre-college and education
programs; scholarships and
fellowships; emerging capabilities;
revenues and expenditures; faculty
profiles; and administrative personnel.
Information will soon be available on
grant/contract activity. MOLIS also
supports the White House Initiative
on Historically Black Colleges and

Universities HBCUs by providing
capability informationon 106HBCUs
and 32 Hispanic-Serving Institutions
(HSis). AccessintotheMOLIS is can
be accomplished by typing fedix.fie
.com then press enter. After that a
continue to FEDIX/MOLIS should
appear.
The Financial Aid office also has
some scholarships to offer students in
their areas of study.
THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL

SOCIETY MINORITY SCHOLARS
PROGRAM
The program is designed to
encourage African American Indian
and Hispanic students to pursue
college degrees in the chemical
sciences. Approximately 200
scholarships will be awarded for Fall
95. Evidence of financial need.
Amount$5000/yr. Foranapplication:

Summer financial aid deadline Wednesday

said.

Students applying for financial aid
Wednesday is the application who applied but were not eligible for
Bridges said she "might consider
deadline
for
summer
financial
aid.
aid
during
the
fall
and spring may still for the 1995-1996schoolyearshould
extending library hours again, but
The university has a special in- qualify for summer financial mail their FAFSA applications by the
might not because of last semester's
end of Feb. to ensure they reach the
house application for summer aid for assistance.
attendance."
Studentswhohavenotalreadyfilled Financial Aid Office by the priority
For now,regular hours ofoperation students who have already completed
deadline of April 14.
during the fall and spring semesters the Free Application for Federal out a 1995 FAFSA should do so
Student Aid (FAFSA) for the 1994- immediately to ensure it arrives at the . The Financial Aid Office is hosting
are as follows: Sunday, l p.m. to 11
Financial Aid Office by the Feb. 15 a series of worlcshops to help students
p.m.; Monday, 7:30a.m. to midnight; 1995 academic year.
deadline.
The fonns must be mailed and their parents fill out applications.
Lucile
Shabowich
,
associate
Friday, 7:30 a.m. lO 5 p.m.; Saturday,
For more info call 381-2501.
of
imancial
aid,
said
students
director
to
Iowa
for
prcx:essiitg.
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Card to facilitate campus accessibilty
At the library there is a vending
machine that gives you a card foronly
Stqff
$5. This card is used to make copies
and instead of paying 10 cents, the
The future may becoming to UTPA student pays only 8, a 20% discount
in the form of a new, and ingenious
"This year we hope to have One "card" that allows students the Campus Cards that will allow access
freedom to use anything on campus. to the snack bar, book store, and
Coke machines, the library and vending machines,"Oh said. "I'm
registeringforclassesarejustafewof looking into this project because it
the idea., that come to mind with the will be convenient to students."
use of the "One-Campus Carel."
Oh said he hopes that within the
Henry Oh, director of the next two years One -Campus Cards
University Bookstore, is already will be able to cover just about
working toward making Pan anything on campus that students will.
American more accessible to students. need in order to get things done more

Jessica Coder

The American Chemical Society
Minority Scholars Program The
American Chemical Society 1155
16th Street, N.W.
The Hispanic Association of
Colleges and Universities (HACU)
is seeking applications for its fourth
annual National International
Program. HACU is recruiting college
students to work as interns within
various federal agencies in
Washington, D.C. and locations
throughout the United States.
Dates of Internship: June 5-Aug
11, 1995 Deadline: March 1, 1995
Amount: Varies depending on
classification For an application:
Hispanic Association ofColleges and
Universities One Dupont Circle,
N.W., Suite 230 Attn: HNIP
Washington, D.C. 20036 (202) 8335932.

quickly and conveniently.
On campus, students will have
access to the following: checlcing out
books at the library; use of vending
and copy machines; account at the
snack bar; easy access to financial aid
and admissions; student and faculty
parking; student activities; security;
dorms and housing; and athletic
activities.
Students would only have to pull
out the One -Campus Card and either
go to the snack bar or a vending
machine for a quick snack instead of
bothering with loose change.
Students could also scan the card

on a Kiosk Information Systems
computer (which will be installed all
over campus) and find out your
classification, class schedules, and
campus activities, or even print out a
transcript. If students need to enter a
building after campus hours, a swipe
of the card at the entrance doors would
do it instead of calling the University
Police Department And for financial
aid you could find out about available
scholarships and your financial aid
approval.
"With your One-Campus Card, you
automatically open an account with a
bank. This will allow you to access

ATM machines on campus, so the
card will also act as an ATM card,"

Oh said.
A small number of colleges and
universities have implemented this
One -Campus Card.
Its pioneer user is Florida State
University, whichhasproofthatmuch
convenience has been made of them
by students, Mr. Oh said. "Another
University that uses this card is Ohio
State University."
This coming fall a competition for
a face design for the One -Campus
Card will be held and the project will
go underway.
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Valentine's Day is for what?
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St Valentine's Day...what's the point? That day was, after all, invented by florists to boost
early year flower sales. Just like every day that is celebrated, St Valentine's Day has been
shamelessly commercialized. Even a trip to the local supermarlcet proves this observation. As
early as January 2nd, store managers bring out the red heart-shaped decorations and proceed
to blanket the entire store with love paraphernalia.
So, what is one to do? Nothing.just ignore the whole charade and go about their daily routine.
The day will quietly slip away.
This may prove easier for happy single people who dread the public tokens ofaffection couples
pile on one another. For couples who feel they must live up to the day's requirements, do
something totally different Spend time with each other and enjoy it Of course, this should
have been happening throughout the year.
St. Valentine's Day is also the day when many single people try to become couples. Just
remember that if the plan doesn't work out, this day will live forever in infamy.
Anyway, stop competing to see who gives or gets the most flowers and heart-shaped candy.
A d<YLen of red roses is the tradition, but in a few days those plush red blooms wilt and die and
end up in the trash can. So much for that 12 bucks, huh?
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Coffee House worth
student time
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This semester, the University Program Board has developed a Coffee House series "El
Cafetal" which takes place every Tuesday and Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Ballroom.
One of the most interesting aspects of this new series is the open mike available to students,
faculty and staff.
Anyone who wants to show off his/her talent can perform prose, comedy routines, poetry or
musical acts. If you've have been waiting fora break, this could be it; after all, you never know
who might be in the audience. So, call up your friends and rehearse all those performances
you've been practicing in your parents garage.
Your opportunity to perform in front of a live audience is here and you may even win some
prize money. The best performance of the evening wins $25.
Only four students took advantage of the open mike forum last week and if UPB sees a
demand maybe they will add more nights to the open mike series.

Guest Column
MlkePeltzrak
Bahaf Association

political economic, social, and cultural
inequaliti~saffecthumangroupandrelations. A
particularly striking obstacle to the recognition
of equal dignity for all is racism. Racism
;:~~~n:n~~n:w:~rl!~

structureofpresent-daysociety"andaffinns
that "the fundamental solution to racial and
edmicconflict~ts ultimately on thecommon
recognition of this spiritual principle".

~:~~:;~ ~~m ofexivnce,comareof oo

students of the sciences of man ... Racism

Observeinthemineralkingdomcolorsarc

nations within themselves, aggravates
international conflict and threatens world
peace... "
What is required to eliminate prejudice,
whether of religion, race, class, nation or color,
is proper education in the principle - the truth
- of the organics oneness of mankind. This
education should, in our view, be directed
towards the development. in adults, in youth and
in children ,ofinnerawarenessandconsciousness
of the fundamental hwnan bonds shared by all
human beings, whateva their race or color,
religion, class or nationality.
Once a person has gained a spiritual awareness
of the unity of mankind, he can overcome his

:g~om
are not the cause of discool.
Rather, colors are the cause of the
adornment of the garden because a single
color has no appeal; but when you observe
many-colored flowers, there is charm and
display.
''The world of humanity, too, is like a
garden, and humankind are like the manycolored flowers. 'Therefore, different colors
constitute an adornment"
The Baha'i Association is confident that
all interested students and faculty will find
encouragementandhopeastheyconsiderthe
ideas contained in "The Vision of RaceUnity:
America's Most Challenging Issue".
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Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcome& let1eni to the editor and guelt columns. They mu1t be signed
and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed. An adchss and phone number lhould
be induded for verification. Letters lihould be no more than 1 1/2 page1, doubled spaced and typed. Thole
that are k>o long wMI not run. L.etllm and guest columns can be edted ~ style, lenglh, libel, grammar and
punctuation but writer's meaning or opinion wiN not be changed. Deeclhne for letl9rl and guest columns
is 4 p.m. ~ tor publication on Thursday. Le~ ~ be brouglt lo UniYerlity Center Room 322 or
mailed to The Pan American at UC322,1201 W. Un1V91'11ty Dr., Edinburg, Tx 71531.
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News Briefs
Sarajevo residents were able to leave the
city for the first time in months Monday
under an angreement thal opened a road out
ofthe capital. An addtiooal road was opened
linking two Serb suburbs. This change did
not strike the end of the 34month-old Serb
siegeofthecapital, but residents are hopeful.

A cros.§ing fee is being proposed in the '96
budget The Clinton administration wants to
spend $1 billion to fight illegal immigration.
The proposed fee for those crossing by land
into the United States from Mexico and
Canada would be $1.50 per pedestrian, and
$3 per vehicle• .

Lloyd Bentsen, formerT~ury Secretary,
is joining the law firm Verner, Liipfert,
Bernhard, McPherson and Hand. He will
divide his time between the finn's Houston
andWashingtonoffices. Bentsen, 73,resigned
as Treasury secretary last December.

Heavy rains in south and central Iran have
flooded farmland and isolated dozens of
villages. Several rivers in central Fars
province have overflowed. covering rural
roads, and inundating nearly 1,000 acres.

Line-item veto legislation was approved
by the House in a 294 tol34 vote Monday.
This legislation would allow Clinton to veto
individual items within larger spending bills.

A mobile home fire in Austin killed three
on Monday while two other occupants
escaped. Killed in the bu were Charles
Padgett,45,andhischildren,Shauna, 11,and
Austin, 9.

Blood,·sweat and gold
Oh, all mighty powerful leaders we bow
before you in all our humbleness. We throw
roses at your feet while you pw bef<R us.
We are in awe of your prowess. We are
8SIOunded with your ability to move people
with your simple acts of bravery.
Oh, mighty one, sitting upon your throne
of power. forever your image will reign.
We will relive your triumphs (over and
over and over and over and over) if you
should fall in baUle or decide to relinquish
your throne to another.
The camera is your tool to reach us. You
make us love to watch your image. You fill
us with gratitude toward you for giving us

Viewpoints
David Waltz
the ptea.,ure of your presence on the screen.
Sweat and blood, silver and gold are the
rewards which are reaped from your success
on the field.
Your mighty arms raise in triumph after the
battle. You cry out to us, "I have conquered.
Raise your voices in praise to me. I am your
king."
We answer, "Oh, mighty one, through
strength and perseverance only you have

prevailed! We arc forever on our lcnees
before you! Here is our tribute laid out before
you. Take it so your coffers will be full of our
praise!"
Silver and gold, gold and silver. You are
showered with these colors of powe.-. Only
you have the power to move the masses in
great numbers to one place. Only you can
make enemies, friends and friends, enemies.
You are the great ones living upon the lips of
the masses.
Foryournameechoesthroughoutthestreets
of the ~on. Amongst the humble people of
your kingdom your name lives in infamy.
Athletes, gotta love em.

Letter Rip!

We want to hear yof!r opinion. Write a letter to your
editor, or any other person who really annoys you.

The Pan American
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Deans' List recognizes students

Last week, The Pan American ran
ran a ponion oflhe Deans' List. This
weekarecontinuinglh erestofthelist
•Editor's Not~ - Last week we
inadvmenly left out Kmberly Marie
Snyder, a McAllen resident who made
the4.0honorroll.Othe ts with4.0are:
PHARR-ChristianE. Cano.Leroy
Cano, Amanda Cortez, Alma Delia
F.rvine, Roxanne E. Garza, Christina
Y. Palacios, Sandra Quiroz, Joe
R~ndez Jr.
RAYMONDVILL E-Joanne
GolWlles and Matthew Kiefa.
RIO GRANDE CITY- Ana M.
Guerra.
ROMA-Veronica Vhquez.
SAN BENITO-Lisa Contreras
and William Reeder.
SAN JUAN-Robert Rivera.
SANTA ROSA-David Sali~
WESLACO- Cynthia Alaniz,
Maribel Cuellar, Marisol Herrera,
Steven Clark Kidd, Relio Fernando
Martinez Jr., Virginia Ann Jones
O'Loughlin, Thehna Trevino, Norma
L. Valdez, Rosa A. Vallejo.
CHRISTMAS VALLEY, Oregon-Dena K. Dodge.
REYNOSA, Mexico-Nidia
Karina HemAndez. .
Students listed on the 3.50 to 3.99
honorrollare:
ALAMO-William Henry Euler,
Santa Paula Gama, Andre., Guevara,
JamieAdelincMorgan,IgnacioP&ez,
Ant.ero Portales Jr., Rent B. Reyna,
St.even Jacob Schneidet and Rolando
Vela.
BROWNSVILLE-L ama Lydia
Oms, LlndaPatricia Medellin, Jost!.
Moreno
DELMITA--Salvado rMagana.
DONNA-Victoria Beltn Avila.
Jennifer R. Camacho, Linda Castro,
Cynthia G6mez, Michael Gonulez,
Joe Mojica, Estella Mora, Ivan F.
P~rcz. Danille Leigh Quesada, Earl
Jamie Rangel, Galina Salinas,
Demetrio Siordia, Anna Maria
Villarreal, Nicol4s Ybarra Jr.
EDCOUCH- Eliza Garcfa, Vicky
PenaandPatriciaL. Ybarra.

EDINBURG-Regi e
Reyes
Abella. Deborah LyM Anderhalt.
Sylvia Georgina Arcos, Amy Beth
Boggs, Philip Loren Boggs, Patrocini
Cabrales, Ayde E. Cantu, Maria A.
Cantu, L<xena ardenas, Cecilia Lucia
Carranza, MariaT.Casanova, Samuel
C4zares, Chong Tab Cheong, Rachel
Evelyn Clay, Derek I. Copold.
Also Gail A. Davidson, Hope E.
Davis Inna de Le6n, Michelle Maire
Dearth, Marfa Ninfa de Leon, Maria
del Rosario Delgado, Carey LyM
Dormgoole, James Platt Dutermaine,
Emma Laura Elizondo, Oscar Mario
Elizondo, Audrey Enciso, Oscar R.
Flores, Christina Garcfa, Gregorio
Garcfa, Ida C. Garcfa.
Also, Lidia Garcfa, Alonzo Garza
Jr., Armando Gana, Nelda Gayt.An,
Luisa R. GonzAJ.ez, Santos Oscar
GonzAlez,JacquelineK.Guerra,Dora
E. Rodriguez Gutitrrez, Leticia
Guzm4n, Jane Ariel Hancock, Felipe
HemAndez, Nonna Lou Hemruidez,
Cynthia Hinojosa. Kirsty Lea Emma
Innis, Rhoda Marie Jabs.
Also Tina Jackson, Eric Samuel
Jarvis, Kerri Krska, Martha E. Leal,
Rodrigo Leal, Ricardo L6pez, Aliber
Lozano, Cynthia Luna, Melissa A.
Luna, Omar Maldonado, Belinda S.
Martfnez, Noe Daniel Mardnez,
Deyanira Medina, Robert E. Moore,
DonaldDomingoNega,CatherineLee
Norquest. Palmira Olivmez.
AlsoMarfadelJesusOrtiz, Veronica
Padilla, Sandra M. Panola, Martha
M6ntez~.GlooaAnt onietaPerrin,
Olga Oriena Ramirez, Arthur Reyna,
Hilda Rfos, Jose L. Rfos, Rent David
Rocha, Fidel 0, Rodr{guez, Kim
Rodrlguez,BernandoRosMez,Cynthia
AnnRufz,MarthaD .S~.Christina
A. Salina.,.
Also MauricioA.Sali~.Go n7.alo
Sandoval, Aida Graciela Santivlillez,
Marfa Eva Silguao, Amy Margaret
Smith,JavierRent SoHs, Bryan Thomas Storey, Isfas Tapia, Juan A.
Tijerina, Jamie A. Torres, Rent E.
Torres, Felix Trevino, Julian Thomas
Urqwdez,AdrianM Valerio,Veronica

Vaneg~,LuisEnrique Vela,Criselda
Wilson.
ELSA-Julissa Mariscal, Jessica
Mora and Salvador Mora
GARCIASVILLE -Cesar J.
Garcia
HARGILL-Ranell Hobbs and
Barbra T. Ramirez.
HARLINGEN- Patticia Araujo,
Maritza A. Barrera, Phyllis Diane
Crosswhite,BenjamindeLcon,Donna
Day Duncan, Maria del Carmen
Fonseca, Linda L. Garza, Susan Ann
Johnson, Linda Leigh Lauer, Dalia
Lovera, Gena Lea McDonald, Melba
A.Moreno,NinfaRinc 6nMorris,lvan
F. P~, Diana Loretta Puente, Noe
AmparoRodrfguez,NonnaASal87.ar,
MelissaSegura, VictorSegura,Ramiro
Torres, Norma Alicia Garcia Zavala.
HIDALGO-Nancy Cavazos,
Siglinde M. Franz and Hector Saul
Garza.
LA BLANCA-Cynthia Silvia.
LA FERIA-Kristal L. Currierand
Veronica C. Salazar.
LA JOYA- Reynaldo Casanova
and M6nica A. GonzAlez. ·
LA VILLA-Marisol Aguilar.
LOS EBANOS-Anita Garza.
L YFORD-Esperama Ptrez
MCALLEN-Noem i
Edith
Adame, Lindbherg David Ake, Lisa
Marie Atwood, Lori A. Atwood
Patricia Ayala, Santos Verfonica
Ayala, Roberto Alejandro Balederas,
Particia Banda, Sally Basurto, Carrie
Nicolle Boggs, Dianne Boller, Diane
Yvetter Canales, Rubtn Antonio
Canales, Maria Esther Cano, Ccronado
Cori Carrizales.
Also Alicia Berta Cavuos, Edgar
Cavazos, Marilu Cavazos, Karla S.
Chamberlain, Marla Dolores Cuevas,
KirkT.Davidson,Gen ovevaDeanda,
Viviana de la Garza, Ruben Degollado,
Veronica G. Delgado, Guadalupe
Elizondo,AvecitaEspinoza,Edmundo
Luis Flores, Jose Flores Jr., Willam
Matthew Foerster, Maritza Gait!n,
Arnold Amott Gazda, Lama Marie
Garcfa,RobertoAGar za, VictorHugo

Feb.9

Garza, Victor R. Garza, Emiliano
Giudici, Veronica Goolez, Elizabeth
Gon.z!lez,JulieGon7.Alez,GariLeslie
Giffith, Myra Nyvettc Guerra. Marla
D. Guevara, Alicia Gutitrrez, Vida
Esthela Gutimez, Jamie Dale Hansen,
Donally Jay Harrison,JeMiferRen ee
Heredia, Laurie Kaye Hirsch, Robert
D. Huerta.
Also Hector D. Ibarra, Julie
Chritsine Karle, Todd Lee King, Kari
LynnKlimas7.Cwski,ChuylM.Klink,
Michael J. Loesche, Bonnie Lopez,
DaittraCoinLopez,W endyKimMadden, Gladys L. Mariscal, Maricela
Martinez, Nora Elizabeth Martinez,
Sarah Shofner McGown, Carlos
Mtndez, Lisa Lynne Montes.
Also Jose M Moreno, Leonardo
Moya Jr., Daniel Munoz, Marfa E.
Murillo.Betty AnnNowak,Ruby Lynn
Olivares, Jorge Orozco, Melissa A.
Ortega, Stephanie Faith Ost. Michael
Lee Overstreet. Erika Ozuna, Rafael
A. Pantoja, Shelia Michelle Parker,
Sylvia G. Ptrez, Ramon Ponce Jr.,
Leticia Ramfrez, Dina Jo Rincones,
Sandra C. Rios, M6nica Rivera,
Ricardo Casanova Robles, Claudio
Rodrlguez,JavierA.Rodrfguez,Kelly
K. Smith.
Also Johanna M. Soonz, Nereyda
SAnchez, WiJliam Dale Schiesler,
Rosalinda Serna, Dana Sue Smith,
Francisca Soto, Suma Sudhanthi,
Ricardo Daniel Tcnes, Liseae Trad,
Keith D. Upah, Lucila Vera. Diana
Villanueva. Ana Elizabeth Villamal,
EvertVillarreal,FrancesD. Villarreal,
SabrinaD. Walker,CharlesG. Welch.
MERCED ES-Rosalinda S.
Aguirre, Janie Bt.cerra, Carlos Javier
Cantu, Jimmie Elizabeth Carey,
Patricia Correa, Patricia Enriquez,
Adm\ Flores, Narciso Garcfa, Ada
Cecilia L6pez, Hilaria Martenez,
Reynaldo Moreno, Lee Russ Puckett,
Alma Leticia Rangel, Rolando J.
Robledo, Raymundo Roddguez,
Cynthia A. S!enz, Leticia Salaz.ar".
MISSION-Nydia Alvarez, An-

•A mass will be celebrated at noon
in the Campus Chapel. Mass will be
held evuy Thursday at noon. Communion service will be held Monday,
Wednesday,andFrida y,at 12:45p.m.
Mass will be held evuy Sunday at 7
p.m. in the Catholic Center, 1615 W.
Kuhn Street
•Le Club Francais will be hosting a
Saint Valentine Rose Sale, today
through Feb. 14. Call Danielat 3812537 ,or Mrs. Glaz.erat381-3443 from
12:45 p.m.-4:30 p.m. to place your
order.
• A meeting will be held for those
interested in scholarships for studying
French in Quebec, Canada. It will take
place at noon in CAS 310.

March 7 Open Microphone

9 MarcMoran
(comedian)
21 Open Microphone
23 Teresa
(country singer)

April

11 Fihn
25 Open microphone
27 NakedPop
(Musical group)

Feb.14
• The Inter Varisty-Christian Fellowship will be holding a meeting at
noon at UC 307.
~

The Inter Varisty-Christian Fellowship is sponsoring a Valentine's
Day Banquet at 7 p.m. in the Ballroom. TicketsarcS7, to purchase your
tickets call Julia at 380-6341 or
Veronica at 618-2541.

• UPB has planned a Coffee House
series in the Ballroom for the 1995
Spring semester. The series consists
of twelve dates, every two weeks, on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings. The
event will take place in the University
Ballroom and start at 7 p.m. All the
coffee you can drink and the entertainment will be free of charge for all who
auend.
The schedule is as follows:

• NORML (National Organization
for the Refonn of Marijuana Laws)
will be holding a meeting at noon in
LA 101. A journal article, "Cannabis
and Health" by Dr. Norman will be
discussed.

February 9 Open Microphone
23 Edgar Cruz
(classical guitarist)

• SIFE will be having a lecture on
"Mexico and the Peso Devaluation"
at noon in BA 110.

1991 Eagle Talon (Turbo TSI) $8,200
(orbest offer)-5-speed. 4-cylinda, AC,
Powerwindows,AM?FM Cassette with
Eaualizer. Excellent condition 3802876.

Feb.16

Travel Abroad and Work. Make up
to $2,000-$4,000+/mo.. teaching buic

conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
For infonnation call 206-632-1146 exL
1980 Honda CX Custom 500 Motor- 158632.
cycle $800 - includes 2 hclmeta and
cover 380-2876.
Fut Fundraller. Raise $500 in 5 daya.
Greeks, group&, clubs, motiviated indiFema.Je Roommate wanted. $140/mo. viduals. Fut, euy, no fmancial
Water&. cable included. 5 min. walk to oblibgation. (800) TIS-3851 exL 33.
cl.us. Call 383-8969

Wlldllfe/Conservatlon Jobs. Game Wrtdng/J'yplng Services: Essays, rewardens, security,maintenance, etc. No search papers IOd rcswnes. Composiexp. necessary. Now hiring. For info tion, mechanics, grammar. Tutoring.
call (219) 794-0010 exL 7701. 8 a.m. • Call 380-1563. Rush jobs.
to 10 p.m. 7 days.

See List p. 8
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Homeco ming '95
Run1or
■

1n
Informa tion now available
in UC303
Applica tion deadline is
Feb. 15

ue en

Mon., Feb. 20

Tues., Feb. 21

Volleyball
in the Quad
10 a.m. - 1

lnterfratern ity
Day

p.m.

11 a.m. - 1 p.m.

at the

at the

Science Quad

Science Quad

lntrarruraVRecreational Sports will
provide volleyball equipment,
Frisbees and horseshoes for
students' enjoyment.

will provide information for all

The lnterfratemity organizations
interested students; in ack:lition,
creation will be available.

re-

·~~

6'

~\~

~

,c-

,6),,_

~·

'<-e;

for Your

UTPA Homecoming '95

King &Queen

CAS/Unlverstty Center
9 a.m. • 2 p.m.

at the

Leaming Resource
Center
Noon• 2 p.m.
4

p.m. - 7 p.m.

Validated Student ID
is needed to vote

for Homecoming Court.
Your Student Service Fees at Work
H special accommodations are necessary, please call the Office of Student Development 381 -3676 at
least 5 days prior to event so that appropriate arrangements can be made.
Sponsored by: The University Program Board. Athletic: Department, Housing, Alumni Association, Intramural Recreational Sports, International Knights
(owners of UTPA Leners), Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity, Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity, and Delta Zeta Sorority

Wed., Feb. 22

Thurs., Feb. 23

Caravan of Lights,
Burning of the Letters
& a Reggae Concen

Homecoming Game
&
Presentation
of Homecoming

6:30 p.m. -11 :30 p.m.

Coun

Homecoming game against
South Alabama starts at 7:30
Applications may be picked up at p.m. at the Field House. The '95
U.C. 303. All car entries in the Homecoming Court will be
Caravan of Lights must park their presented at halftime.
cars at the HPE Parking Lot by
6:30 p.m. Cars should be
decorated with lights, school
All students with a
colors or both to be eligible to win
eithe~ $200 (1st place), $100 (2nd validated UTPA ID are
admitted to all home
place) or $50 (3rd place).

Caravan of Lights

games free.

Burning
of the Letters
will take place immediately
following the caravan in the field
next to the Physical Plant on Sugar
Rd.

The Ki lier Bees
will provide a Reggae Concert from

8 p.m. to 11 :30 p.m. on the north
side of the dorms. In case of rain
the concert will be moved to the
Ballroom.

Support the
Broncs; .
Celebrate
Homecom ing!

Arts & Enter tainm ent
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'Hot Spot~' heats up the night
Rick Gan.a

Professor speaks about ancient Maya
Ancient art and modern re/lg/on to be discussed
Julie Randolph

Staff

CopyEdllvr

It's a typical Friday night and once
again you are driving down Nolana.
Undecided where to vent out your
energies on this typical night, you
suddenly signal at the spur of the
moment when you see a long line of
people standing outside a shopping
center. Almost causing an accident,
you catch your breath and finally notice the neon red "Hots Spots" sign.
"Hot Spots" the new 21-and-over
hot spot , which opened in December , is packing the house. Catering
to mainly the 20- and 30-something
crowd, this restaurant/bar/club is
rapidly becoming popular with the
general public.
A visit to this entertainment center, as it deems itself, reveals it to be
nothing more than an upscale version of the Cadillac Jacks, Club X,
Austin Street and the long closed
23rd Sports Pub all rolled up in one.
Polished hardwood floors, picture
frames and sports paraphanalia welcome you as you step inside. On entering, the customer has a choice of
seating in the varied sections of the
club such as the restaurant, piano bar
or cowboy lounge. A hostess invites
you to try the featured meal of the
niizhL
Elegant dining at its best can be
~ in the chicken fettucine; a sauced bl'e$t of chicken served on a
lecadent bed of fettucine alfredo
7t'ith salad and choice of vegetable.
The menu coosisting of steaks and
•>0ultry entrees, sandwiches ~ ap>Ctizers is sure to satisfy the appe-

A group of students sit and enjoy the evening at the new loca
hangout "Hot Spots" located at the new Nolana Towers.
tite. Prices range from modest to a bit
steep.
Further one can relax, particularly
during happy hour (4-8 pm), in the piano bar listening to the jazz/blues progressions of Jason Castafteda on pi-

ano.
Hot Spots features five pool tables
in a two foot sunken pool hall for the
pool player. Across from the pool hall
and the cowboy lounge, the video
game arcade features full swing simulator golf, soccer and baseball.
Theme nights are a central part of
this hot spoL Rock Nite on Tuesdays
is rapidly becoming a favorite among
UTPA students. 50 cent drafts are
served from 8:00 to 11:00 pm with
live rock bands playing at the dance
area of the establishmenL
For the comedy lover, Hot Spots
features live stand up comedians on
Wednesdays with two shows nightly.
Like to sing? Everyone is given an
opportunity to demonstrate their vocal virtuosity in Kereoke Nite on Mon-

days beginning at 9 p.m.
Friday and Saturday nights everyone is welcome to dance at the
video dance floor to the rocking
sounds of top 40 music.
For those "sports aficionados,"
everyone is invited to come over on
a lazy Sunday afternoon and watch
the games on the wide screen televisions. On this night, howev~. 70s
disco is relived as "Disco Nite" at
the video dance floor.
"We have something to offer that
nobody else in the valley has," Assistant General Manager Carlos
Gana said.
According to Gana, "Hot Spots"
will become a regular hangout for
both UTPAstudentsas well as those
fromSTCC.
Locatedonthecomer ofNolana
and Second street inside Nolana
Towers Shopping Center in
McAllen, Hot Spots has the diversity to cater to the different tasces
of everybody.

The Pan American

The Anthropology Club, the Center
for Latin American Studies, the Center for International Snidies, and the
International Women's Board will
present Dr. Linda Schele, an art professor from the Univecsity of Texas at
Austin.
Schele is one of the world's leading
writing specialists of ancient Maya
writing.
The lectures will focus on recent
research relating modemday Maya
shamanism and ancient Maya texts.
This research represents a continuing
effort by one of the leading Maya
scholars to understand the ancient

Maya through a fresh interp-etation
of their writing and their art style
combined with studies of modem
Maya religious beliefs.
"Dr. Schele is one of about 10
people in the world who can read the
hieroglyphics well," Dr. Thomas
Powrslci, professor of psychology
and anthropology, said.
Such studies have malce the invesligation of the ancient Maya culture
one of the most exciting areas of inquiry in anthropology today.
"We are very lucky to have her
here, it is a fascinating subject,"
Pozorslci said.
Schele, who has been instrumenta1 in many of the breakthroughs of
undentanding in Maya culture, will
be illustrating some of these discov-

We are very lucky to
have her here, it is a
fascinating subject
Dr. Thomas Pozorski
professor of psychology
and anthropology
cries through a presentation of her
own work at such Maya sites as
Palenque, Yaxchilan, and Copan.
Schele will be speaking on separate subjects; the first will be today
at noon in LA 101 on "Iconography
of the Temple of the Jaguars at
Chichen Itta, Yucatan", and the second will be today at 7:30 p.m. in the
Media Theater on "Writing: Caves
and Vision, Quests of the Maya."

New comedy at UTPA

The University 'Ibeatu will present
Peter Shaffer's intelligent comedy,
Lettice and Lovage on Feb. 27-March
4, at 8 p.m; and Sun. March 5 812 p.m.
Pam Am nights are Monday through
Wednesday when all UTPA I.D. card
holders and one guest are admitted

free.
On Thursday through Sunday, an
I.D. card admits only the card holder
for free, as space permits.
The play was cast in November and
has been in rehe.arsals since the middle
of January.
Veteran University Theater actor
Lois Day plays Lettice, an expert on
Elizabethan cuisine and medieval
weaponry.
She is also an indefatigable enthusiast of history and the theater.
She is the historical guide at

Tw o ess ent ial
ing red ien ts
for a per feCt
dat e:

''Fustrian House", a very undemoled
place in Engllftd.
Fust.ran House has so little impertance, in fact, that Lettice begins to
embellish the story of its historical
past and as time progresses, we see
her standard lecture grow in theatricality and romance, even as it strays
from the facts.
This soon becomes of grave concem to Lotte Schoen (played by Tma
Atkins), an inspecta- from the Preservation Trust, who is not at all impressed or entertained by Lettice's
uninhibited "history lessons."
Lotte fires Lettice, but gradually,
she becomes fascinated by Lettice's
unusual past and her romantic world
view, her refusal to accept the mediocre and the second rate, into
which so much of modem life has

;:-""-o=..iiiiru

degenerated.
.
Al~hessentially a two-~rson
play, rune other characters will ap-

pear.

.

·.

A group of seven tou.riStS ~~de
laughter as they react to LeUice s IDcreasingly exaggerated tour lec&ure.1.
Dawn Toomey appears also as
Lotte's flustered secretarY, and Dan
Donahue plays lawyer Bardolph. sent
to defend Lettice when she is accused
of a heinous crime.
The play is directed by Linda
Donahue, with scenery and lighting
design by Tom Grabowski.
Lettice and Lovage, a new play by
the author of Equus and Amadeus,
was a smash hil in London and on
Broadway.
1be University 1lleater is located
in the Communication Arts and Sciences Building, with parking in the
lot on thecornerofHighway 107 and
Sugar Road. Late comers and children under 3rd grade will not be

seated.

'
Hjs~N~Hers
Styling Salon

kinko•s

the copy center

•422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg • 383-9035

,

A dat e and

MaryOOvares
-/Opr,nlM

ll7AS.13Ulst.
Edinburg
383-2491

8:JO a.m • 6:JO p.m (f'fon-f'li)
8:JO am -12:JO p.m (Sat)

•
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Your University Snack Bar
~

Featuring

W. - Pro Health Dining

It's everywh ere
you want to be.®

·

A calorie counted plate
with 1 entree 2 vegetables &

wheat roll for less than
Also Featuring
11 Daily Specials
& a large selection
of foods & snacks.

(,".) Vi sa L' S A

Inc- 190-.

Lots of mouth watering desserts
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Hinojosa performs at Texas Citrus Fiesta
Magician and local band exhibit talents

The Flip Side .

Arminda Munoz
Editor
Citrus Fiesta '95 started with a
bang Sat. night, hosting several
bands, magic, comedy and what
ended up being a disappointment;
their "crowd pleaser" Tish Hinojosa.
As the main stage began to warm
up with talent such as Naked Alley, a
band from the Valley area, a large
crowd started gathering.
"We are the best band in the Valley
in our price range," the band informed
the crowd with a laugh. The band
tours all over the state, but focuses
much of its efforts here in the Valley
area.
"We are an all-Valley band, and an
all-state band as well," they said.
Naked Alley managed to draw a
large crowd from the people
wandering around the area of Mission
High School that had been set apart
for the event. They had rough
competition from several dunking
booths, a crafts show with literally
thousands of different items, and a
virtual reality jet simulation, Tish Hinojosa entertains a crowd at the 1995 Texas
Citrus Fiesta
sponsored by Mountain Dew, but activities. Also performing were Oscar Mul\oz and Naked Alley.
Naked Alley proved, once again, that
"I work in Com'edy Night Clubs, thin out after Munoz finished his act;
rock and roll always draws the biggest
crowd.
but here it is more of a family show." with the exception of the many children
The next act to perform, the person
The show, consisting of a mixture that immediately ran up to him.
who was supPoSed to set the stage for of magic and comedy (not to mention
Tish Hinojosa did he.r usual job of
the finale, was Oscar Munoz, a an incomparable display of animal excellence as she performed songs from
comedian a~d magician who balloon making), included not only her new album Destiny's Gale.
fascinated and amused both adults the adults, but the children as well.
The wonderful talent that Hinojosa
and children alike with his banter and
"I like the children. They are so displays during her concerts is almost
obvious charisma.
much fun," Munoz said.
overwhelming. The words of her music
Munoz places family at the height
The reaction to this behavior was overcome any language barriers that
of his popularity in shows of this kind. unmistakable as the crowd began to might impede the listener.

El Cafetal premieres foreign movie
The acclaimed foreign fihn "Red

•

Sorghum" was the premiere at the
first showing of a film at the "El
Cafetal" wt Tues. This film won the
1988 Goklen Bear Awani.
This fable begins as a romantic
comedy about a nervous young
bride's arrival at a remote provincial
winery.
She is charmed by a clumsily passionate ~ t , her abduction by a
notorious bandit chieftain, and her

successful assumption of the family
business when her aged husband is
murdered.
The widow's story then turned into
a heroic and harrowing drama dealing with enemy brutality and partisan
resistance fighting during Japan's occupation of China.
The reaction to the film was positive, "I wish I could have seen the
whole movie. We get to see different
cultures. This is definitely a good

thing the university is doing," Melissa
Ortega, a UTPA student, said
''They(the movie) tells the whole
story of a person. Not like in the American movies they show only parts."
Ortega said. "We get to explore other
cultures. I am looking forward for the
university to do this again."
The next scheduled event is on February 23. Edgar Cruz, a classical guitarist, will perform at the University
Center Atrium.

The Flip Side
NBC World Movie Premiere
"The Prince of Tides"
Nick Nolte, Barbara Stremnd

character "Tom" is raped as a young
boy by another man.
I felt sure the networlt would CCl19'.)r
the movie to death. I might have been
more optimistic had it been
premiering on the Fox Network, as
they have a reputation for showing
things that normally would not get
shown.
Unfortunately, not even that could
help me because the movie was being
shown on NBC, censor city.
On the flip side. I must apologize
to the writers, editors, sound
technicians, directors and producers
that made this movie come to life on
the screen. Not only was I wrong in
thinking that they would take out the
climatic moment of the movie, I was
wrong on pretty much every count.
The words that had been dubbed
over the fairly bad language in The
Prince of Tides was done extremely
well. So well that at times, one could
not even see there had been a
change ... unless your like me and
went to see it at the theater seven
times.

When I saw it in the local
television listings I couldn't
believe my eyes. Surely, the
network would have more sense
than to put the movie, in a edited
format, on TV. Alas, when the day
came, it really was on.
The movie had been called The
Prince of Tides, starring Nick
Nolte and Barbara Streisand, but I
was afraid it was about to tum into
a travesty of film that would haunt
me for the rest of my days.
Originally, the film was
fabulous. Based on a novel of the
same title; the movie delved into
the life of a family that was, at best,
horrifying. Having read the novel
prior to going to the theater to see
it, I was skeptical. There were
certain scenes in the book that
were vital to the life of the film,
such as when Nick Nolte's

The editing was flawless down to
the smallest detail. Scenes that were
cut had no real relevanc.e to the film,
and scenes that were violently
graphic were literally edited
"around" with a genius even I
couldn't figure out. Although
Barbara Streisand still cannot act her
way out of a paper bag, it was
impressive to say the very least.
NBC is to be commended for their
outstanding work.
If you have not seen The Prince
of Tides, or saw it for the first time
on the television debut, I would
recommend highly that you go out
and rent it It is a fairly old film, so
you can probably get it for a buck at
your local video store.
NBC had been, for me, the cen!Klrs
plaguing America. My entire
outlook toward them and the shows
they put on the air has changed.
Handling a movie with_obviously
delicate subject matter could not
have been easy, and yet, they did it
with smashing success. •••• Julie
Randolph

Taking A Look
Biohazard
State of the World Address

that it can be presented; aggressively.
Biohazard is like the light house in a
sea stormed by mediocre

to just sit down and chill out during
some songs. Throughout others you
want to stand up and scream with
Scott Lucas as his voice tenses up and
smacks you in the face. The guil&J'
(also played by Lucas) has a rather
smooth, coMected, flowing motion,
whethel' accompanying a fast -paced
songornoL
0v<2' all, there were two er three
songs that I really could care less
about, but the rest were worth listening to.If you like grunge or heavy
metal, I suggest you give L'Ocal H a

bands.•••Sarvelio Carreon

If I was to grade this CD on a
scale of 1 to 10, this w~uld most
definitely get a 9.5. This release is
full of power, chunky guitars, gut
wrenching percussion, a great
voice, and a masterly applied bass
guitar.
The music ranges from sounds
that would be labeled extra heavy,
to smooth acoustic tunes that help
the individual relax.
Lyrically, the album lives up to
its name dealing with a variety of

LocalH
"Ham Fisted"

Scott Lucas -vocals / guitarist

Joe Daniels -drums
Classified as grunge music, Local
H seems to be more of a cross between grunge and heavy metal. Actually, they seem to be more of a cross
between White Snake and Nirvana.
This duo with Scott Lucas and Joe
Daniels can hype up their music to
the max, but can also pull it down to
a moderate, soothing level. In one
song, "Chicago Fanphair '93," they
do both equally well, creating such a
splendid blend of hype and calmness
that for a minute you have to stop and
wonder, "Is this the same song?"
This is music that makes vou want

social issues.
One track, "Remember" pays respect to the Vietnam Veterans.
''Love Denied" deals with the
abused children around the world.
Biohazard intends to present the
youth with the "State of the Word
Address" in the only truthful way

try. ••• Jessica Coder

Mysterme and DJ 20/20
Let Me Explain
Gee Street Independent
Watch out Snoop Doggy Dog and
Dr. Dre there is a new sound on the
block just waiting to be beard.
Mystenne and DJ 20/l0 are from
the streets of South Bronx, and they
have mixed a little of the old school
and new school rap developing a
sound that is appealing. Their ~
but is more than just another rap album with all the stereotypes surrounding this type of music. Tracks
such as "If Ever," "Happy Like
Death," and "Playtimes Over" are the
usual type of song about violence and
death. The mystery to Mysterme is
sovled when Mystenne descnoed his
lyrics as "what I've done, what I've
seen, how I feel, and how I hope to

Phi Kappa Phi

DESIGNER
STYLED COLLECTION

Is offering Graduate Fellowships for up to

$

$7000

be."
This album speaks out against the
violence and death associated with
gangs.
"It's time to chill. Enough of this
bullshit killing."
For anyone into rap, this albwn will
be a welcome addition to their collection. Mystenne and DJ Wf}1) will
be around for a long stretch if they
continue to produce songs with
thoughtprovocinglyricsandusetheir
unique"BoogieDownBronxStyle."
•• David Waltz

to graduating seniors with
outstanding achievement records.

FOR
Designer styled metal frames, silicone nose
pads and flexible spring hinges.
.. Bifocals ex1ra, does not Include eye exam. Doctor's
prescription required. Some restrictions apply. Valid on
same prescription only.

Dr. Beardsley's
Super Clinic

For Information and application materials,
contact the secretary of Phi Kappa Phi Chapter #239,
Dr. Wendy James-Aldridge, Psychology/Anthropology
381-3329

Sm1947

uwhere Our Patients' Eye Health Comes First"
3t7 S. Broadway • 686-7435
Downtown McAllen

Medicaid Accepted

107 E. Main St.
Rio Grande City

700 S 10th SI. • 682-3126
McAll~n (Across Pep Boys)
Medicaid Accepted Mon.-Fri. 10•7 p.m•• sat. 9·6 p.m.

~====================~===~=~======================~
CNOOSE THE APAR.TMENT COMMONITY
THAT OFFERS SO MOCH MORE ...

Mon.-Frl. 9-6 p.m. • Sat. 9·2 p.m. (210) 487-5052

* Luxurious I, 2 Md 3 bedroom
** Tennis
2 swimmina pools
courfs
* Family Md adulf
B&iulifuDy landscaped
* Close
lo schoolsWalk fo O.T.P.A.
* Cabana wifh &r-B-Q Pifs
* On-site
maMaemenf24-hour emeraency
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Hilltoppers, Trojans streak past Broncs
Carlos Ybanez
Sporn Editor

The Broncs have been having an
interesting season defeating some
good teams and falling to other worthy
opponents.Last week,No.lranked
Western Kentucky came to town trying
to extend their winning streak to an
unprecedented I 2 games, second to 16
straight posted by Massachuseus as
the longest current winning streak.
The Hilltoppers defeated the
Broncs,83-67, dropping them to 8-10
for the season and 5-5 in Sun Belt
Conference.
Chris Robinson scored 26 points to
help Western Kentucky extend its
overall record to 14-2 and 10-1 in
SBC. Senior guard Chris Clay. who
entered the game tied for the Sun Belt
Conference lead in scoring at 20.1
ppg, suffered from a stomach virus
and scored just eight points in 21
minutes.
Charles Williams led the Broncs
with 21 points. Greg Black recorded
eight assists and six steals. Black
entered the game as second in the
nation in steals at 3.58 per game.
Western Kentucky shOl a season
high 61.7 percent from the field and
led from the opening tip. Chris
Robinson, an All Sun Belt Selection a
year ago and preseason choice as the
leagues Player of the Year, hit 8 of 11
shots from the field and all nine of his
free throws.
The Broncs, who have lost only five
times in the past two seasons at home,
rallied t>Mly in the second but Western
was able to answer each time. 1be
Broncs shot 47.2 percent from the
floor, but were outrebounded 31-25
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Ricky Gomez, guard/ forward scans the defense after before
passing the ball off. The Broncs suffered two losses at the hands
of the Hllltoppers and Trojans.
and committed 19 turnovers.
The Trojans defense limited Chris
The Broncs didn't have a minute to Clay to 13 points on 5-12 shooting,
rest after their fall. The Trojans from six under his average. He came into
Little Rock. Arkansas came in to the game as the Sun Belt's No. 2
deliever another crushing defeat scorer. UALR made just one turnover
lowering the Broncs mark to 8-11 and in the second half, and 10 in all, to
5-6 in the Sun Belt Conference.
lJ_TPA's 15. The Trojans hit 22 of 45
The Broncs had led, 53-52, with shots for 48.9 percent and UTPA
6: 17 remaining, but gave up eight connected on 23 of 51 for45.1.
fouls in the last 3:40 when UALR
With just two home games
sank 11 of 13 free throws. Reggy remaining, the Broncs next game will
Scott led UlPA with 15 points.
be Feb. 11 against Lamar.

Tennis teams travel to Trinity, Baylor,
Southwest for tournaments
Carlos Ybanez
Spo,u Editor

Coming off two losses at the hands
ofTCU, the men 'sand women's tennis
teams starteda weekend trip by visiting
Trinity University Friday.
Coach Greg Hilley then took the
Broncs tocompeteatBaylor University
in Waco andSouthwestTexasStatein
San Marcos.
Ladder matches put the Broncs in
this order, Gianni Von Naeher, Jesus
Garcia, Brian Smith HoracioGutierrez,
Alex R~ra,and Greg Lawrie or Brad
Tridwell.
The Lady Broncs competed in this
order, Ellen Nelissen, Laura De Luna,
Jessica Sanchez, Karen Bowley, Erica
Sanchez,ClaudiaGonzalezandCindy
Munoz.
The tennis teams first stop at Trinity
University ended up with the Broncs
falling 4-3 and the Lady Broncs 8-1.
lITPA made the men• s match close
when Horacio Gutierrez captured a tie
breaker at 5-5 in the third set to edge

Kyle Cleveland at No. 4 singles, 1-6,
7-6, 6-5. Darkness was falling with
the score 5-5 so they went to the
tiebrealcer early.
Ellen Nelissen took urPA's only
victory in the women's match at No.I
singles when she stoppedLaura Brady,
7-5, 6-2.
All the other Lady Broncs lost in
straight sets. Karen Bowley came
closestinNo.4singleslosingtoJenny
Brazier, 7-5, 6-2.
Brian Smith won at No. 3 singles
overChrisZolas,64, 7-5. AlexRasera
took No. 5 singles over Nik Sokol, 61, 6-2. Jesus Garcia and Smith won at
No. 2 doubles, 8-3, but the Broncs lost
the other two matches to lose the point
awarded for doubles.
Brian Bethea of Trinity defeated
Gianni VanNacheratNo. 1singles, 76, 6-2, and Jaime Saben took No. 2
over Garcia. ?-6, 7-5.
The Broncs then traveled to Waco
where Baylor University blanked
lITPA where singles set the tone as
Bill Bailey downed Gianni Von
Naeher, 6-1, 6-0.

Brian Smith forced the only three
set match a!No. 3 singles, but he lost
to Kip Amstutz, 0-6, 64, 6-2.
The doubles were closer but Bailey
and Jose Gottschild stopped Horacio
GutierrezandAlexRaseraatNo.1 ,81.
The other doubles both went 8 -6 in
pro sets. Lasith Dissonaykeand Chuck
Tille edged Smith and Jesus Garcia at
No. 2, while Amstutz andJurslav Jurek
nippedBradTridwellandVooNacher
at No. 3.
At San Marcos, Adrian Valdez at
No.l singles joined Paul Gonzales at
No. 4 to win close marches and lifted
Southwest Texas State over the Broncs
tennis, 7-0.
Brian Smith and Jesus Garcia won
the No. 2 doubles match overGonzales
and Patrik Filipsson, 8-6, but under
the NCAA scoring rules SWT took
the doubles point by winning two out
of three.
Valdez captures No. 1 singles over
Gianni Von Naeher, 7-6 (7-4), 6-4.
Gonzalez edged Jesus Garcia, 6-2, 76 (9-7).

Lady Broncs end losing streak,
return to reality with two losses
Carlos Ybanez
Sports Editor
Surprisingly optimistic,andplaying
far better basketball than their 0-18
record, Pan American's stubbcmLady
Broncs took aim at Prairie View A&M
and ended their 24 game losing streak
by winning, 68-45.
Michelle Hinton scored 25 points
aftttmissingagamewithaconcussion
and sparked the Lady Broncs.
"I felt I let the team down, being out
because of my concussion," Hinton,
freshman from Pascagoula. Miss., said.
"Sitting out one game and coming
back. I proved I could do it"
Hinton made 11 of 16 shots inside,
adding 10 rebounds, to score her
college high. She helped UTPA
improve to 1-18.
Jody Porter backed Hinton with 15
points, Kelly Garret added 11, and
Bobbie Cole came up with a game
high of12 rebounds. Hinton dominated
the inside play, scoring 25 points in
just 15 minutes of playing time.
TheLadyBroncsjumpedahead3-0
and 9-2, led 30-14 at the half, and
made their first victory in .11 months
look easy.
Celebrating their first basketball
victory since last February, the Lady
Broncs returned to reality when they
were defeated by a taller Oral Roberts
University team.
"In a way I have kind of mixed
emotions about coaching against them,
almost all of them played for me, and
I recruited their 5'8" freshman, Tiffany
Kelley," Green said.
Leading scorer, Bobbie Cole,
suffered a dislocated shoulder within
the first eight minutes and her
teammates battled without her before
losing to ORU.

scorer, the Lady Broncs dropped to a
1-19 rec<X'd.
"The way our luck has been going,
I didn't know if Bobbie was going to
play Sunday (at Western Kentucky),"
Green said.
Coach Green has kept the Lady
Broncs improving despite a suicidal
schedule.He joined UlPAonOct 14,
the day before practice began. The
Lady Broncs have suffered half of
their losses to nationally ranked teams.
Their taste of victoy against Prairie
View A&M; the first NCAA win for
seven of the nine Lady Broncs, kept
them fighting wttil the finish Saturday
before 212 spectators.
•
On Sunday, only seven of the nine
The Pan Amedc.v Eddie o.za girls traveled to Western Kentucky
Lady Bronc Mandi Slmp•on whtte the Lady Broncs suffered their
drlbblN onto a fut break as the 20th loss, 96-36.
Lady Bronc• won their first
Leading scorer, Bobbie Cole,
game agalnat Prairie View A&M. remained in Edinburg with a dislocated
shoulder and Lisa Garcia, the team's
Cole had already scored six points No. 5 scorer, stayed home with an
and U1PA was leading 10-8 when she eardrum infection.
dislocated her left shoulder while
Jumping ahead 14-0 and emptying
driving to the basketball. Shorthanded itsbenchearly,WestemKentuckywas
without her, UTPA lost the lead and oveipowering. WKU' sLady Toppers,
never caught up.
ranked No. 9 nationally, raised their
"I felt it pop out of place and Jim record to 18-1 and 7-1 in the Sun Belt
Lancaster, athletic trainer, popped it Conference.
back in," Cole said after watching the
The Lady Broncs next play Lamar,
game on the bench.
Saturday in the UlPA Field House, at
Without their only double figure 5p.m.
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FRIDAY FREE PARTY
SANDWICHES
Customers Choice - Choose from fresh roast beef, ham or turkey on white
or wheat with AmeriC2n or Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato and mayonnaise.
Includes chips and pickle. Roast Beef - $3,S0
Ham or Turkey. $3,2S

Submarines - A delicious combination of roast beef, turkey, ham, couo
salami, 'special dressing", tomato, lettuce, onion, American and Swiss cheese.
Includes ch!ps, pepperoclol and pickle. $3.95
Barrister · Sauteed ham, turkey, cono salami and roast beef on a kaiser roll
with melted Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, onion, mayonnaise and
mustard.
Includes ch!ps, pepperoclni and pickle. $3.9S

21 + NO COVER TILL 10:15
18 + NO COVER TILL 9:45
50¢ BEER, DRINKS, WINE, SCHNAPPS TILL 10

HA IR
SHOW
FEATURING PROFESSIONAL

MODELS FROM MEXICO

BRONCS R. Kelly
Jodeci
HOUSE Snoop
. Das-EFX
Ice Cube
Dogg
Cypress Hill PARTY Mary J. Blige
Shabba Ranks
~:~E

Queen Latifah

Chicken Sandwich · Boneless chicken breast sandwich with melted Swiss
Cheese, tomato, leauce, onion.
Includes chips and pickle. $4.00
1/2 S20dwlcb w/Soup. $3.25

SOUPS A SALADS
CHEF· Fresh salad topped with roast beef, ham, turkey, and two cheeses.

Choice of dressing, plus crackers. $3. 7S
TOSSED · Fresh garden salad w/crackers. $2.2S
SOUP OF THE DAY · small cup. $1.SO / wge cup. $2.SO
DRINKS · Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite or Iced Tea. SS~
DESSERT• Cookies. 6o~
Try our delicious party trays for your next gathering! Macie to your order.

Dine In -Take Out or Delivery • Mon. Fri. 1J:(J() a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
For faster delivery service call in order carly1

TUESDAY VALENTINE'S DAY
LO MEJOR DE LA MUSICA EN ESPANOL
21 + NO COVER TILL 9:30
LUIS MIGUEL • LOCO MIA •YURI• MANA • GARIBALDI , CALO,
AZUCAR MORENO • CHRISTIAN • RICKY MARTIN • JUAN LUIS GUERRA.
MAGNETO • ALEJANDRA GUZMAN • MALDITA VENCINIDAD , EMANUEL

25C DRINKS, 25C BEER, 25¢ WINE 8 TILL 10 P.M.
ALTERNA!IVE & INDUSTRIAL NITE IN THE ATTIC
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Baseba team opens season witn j asses fl
Carlos Ybanez
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Spom Editor

After months of running drills and
recruiting people, the Bronc baseball
season finally got under way last
weekend. The team traveled to San
Antonio to take on the Roadrunners of
trrSA.
Texas San Antonio swept the Broncs
in a double header 5-4 and 14-8.
Clint Jenson scored the game
winning run in the bottom of the
seventh inning during the first game.
Eight different Roadrunners scored in
a poorly pitched fifth inning in the
second game, and the Roadrunners
took both games of a doubleheader
from the Broncs in Saturdays opener.
In the first game, first baseman Brent
Houtchens hit a towering 410 foot
home run to straight away ccntcrfield
off of pitcher Jorge Ortiz. Designated
hitter Scott Pederson followed
Houtchens• smash with a homer of his
own to left field but the Roadrunners
still needed some late mistakes from
the Broncs to win the game.
Jensen advanced from first to third
on a deeply hit ball that Bronc's
rightfielder Brandon Benefield
mishandled.
The error gave the Roadrunner
pitcher a win for one inning of w<n:
and pinned loss on Bronc pitcher
Stephen Christopher.
The second game was an exercise in
frustrationforbothcoachesas 18wallcs
were dished out by the seven pitchers
who entered the game. Roadrunner
coach. Jimmv Shankle. was eiected

Pholo Courtety Sports Information

1995 Baseball team Is bOttom row Mike SChwager, JohnSffltth, Luis Gutierrez. Brian Buffamante,
Matt Peters, Mick Tosch, Marty Moultln, Jody Moore, Michael Salinas, Dean Davidson. Middle row
I.a Head Coach Al Ogletree, Aaalatant Reggie Treadway, Heath Autrey, Darren King, Mitton Moreno,
Jesse Ozuna, Kris Sllvocka, Matt Slskowsld, R.J. Garcia, Jeremy Graham, Chuck cox, Jason Welch,
Assistant Coach Courtney Julak, Shawn Moes. Top row 19 J. Duran, Damon VIiiareai, MIio Garcia,
Shelby Thomas, Jorge Ortiz, Ryan McMinn, Dan Torrens, Jullan Uquldez, Ricky Navarro, Jeff Moore,
Dylan Sugar, Stephen Christoph, Anthony McCullar, Thomu Rohan, Klkl Trevino.

aftCI' the fifth inning for arguing with
theumpireaboutaninconsistcntstrike
zooe.
Three wallcs, two singles, a double
and a homerun by Broncs• center field
DeanDavidsongavetheBroncsabrief
lead top of the fifth. The Roadrunners
scored eight runs in the bottom of the
inning and went on to the victory 148.0nSunday, theBroncssufferedtheir
third loss with another defeat at the

a

andsophom<XeS. Threelossesdocsn't
mean it's the end of the season."
The Broncs play at Texas A&M on
Friday and Saturday, and then go to
Sam Houston State on Sunday for
their seventh road game bcfae the
gameopenerFeb. lSagainstHouston.
"We just need to play better,"
"I felt like we played all right," Al Ogleuee said of the upcoming game
Ogleuee,coach for U'IPA, said. "We against A&M. "We just need more
havealotofnewt>lavers: 17.freshmen exoerience."

hands of the Roadrunnen, 10-1.
Leading 5-1, UTSA added another
run in the sixth inning with a solo
home run by Mickey Perez. Billy
Putniclci (1-0) picked up the win with
three scoreless innings of relief, while
Shelby Thomas (0-1) took the loss for
the 0-3 Broncs.

Get Ready For
Graduation With...

SPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO 00
VAU.rt-WSD•

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

...................

PwaiiiRoiii

________..
IPATOS

"The Pato Plate"
(2) Patos of the same kind,

ADVANCED WORD
PROCESSING

Spanish Rice, Ranchero Beans,
(1) Jalapeiio & 16oz. Coke
0

:Y 2.

II

SPEaAUZINO .. HAHDMiA0E FLOUATORTIU.AS
MAS. Q'S OWN HOUEMADE IIECIP£S AU. F000

TRY •EM., YOU'LL
LOVE •EMI

MADE FRESH DALY ON PREMISES

•

COVER LIUUS

Custom designed letterhead,
matching your resume

DOCUMENTSTORAGE

Unlimited resume formats

On computer disk making updatff
abreeu

EXECUTIVE CLASS

DISTRIBUTION

Color printing and quality paper
products

A complete service,
from writing to mallouts

Cal/Rhonda

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!

The Newest Hot Spot in Edinburg

Party Ni8hl

•

IIARLINGEN

In association with AdopUon Alffllates

BROWNSVIllE ..... S41-0241
MISSION ................ S8S-4S4S
WESDIACO ........... 969-1414
HARIJNGEN .......... 428-6224

IIHXISBACK.

AND THIS TIMJL.HR'S COT WORMS.

A NEW FIVE-sst.JE MINISERES FROM THE CREATIVE TEAM
OF THE ACCLAIMED HIT JONAH HEX: TWO.QUN MOJO.

JOI B. WSDALI • TDIIITBJ 11lll!UI • XUI IUIIDWf
BEGINNING IN FEB~UARY

Providing choiet.1 in Reproductive Health care

•
i

I

I
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i
I
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ICKERS
Linda V. & the Boys this Friday Feb. 10th
Corner of 14th & Cano
Edinburg, Texas • 383-6501

Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Semet.1

NC> COVER

FOR INFORl'IATION CALL:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-128 7

Tejano. Disco & International Music

.
ANTED
Plasma Donors Earn Extra Cash
.. safe clinical procedure free Lab screening
$25.00 for your I st four donations
with in 14 days

NEW CLIENTS ONLY
NEW DONORS ACCEPTED
MON. - SAT. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
SUN. 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Alpha Plasma Center
102 S.16th Street • McAllen
682-4159

MYTH ADVENTURES
3000 N. 10th St. Ste., C McAllen 78501
687-3104

Every Tuesday 6 p.m. till 1 O p.m. at

fregnancy Testing • Problem fregnancy Coumeling
Pregnancy lamination (1st a 2nd Trimester)
Morulng After Treabnent
family Planning/Birth Control Counseling

Ucemed by the Teu.s Department offfealtb

Ii

Lemons' spcalcing style emphasizes
the unexpected. Heonceputarcvase
curfew on his team in Abilene, Tex.
He made them all stay outside their
room until midnighL Abilene was
then a dry town.
There is no telling what Lemons
in," Lemons said. "Can you imagine
me going to Cardenas now that he's a will say Saturday night, but those who
doctor and saying, 'Well.Doc, what's know him will expect anything.
wrong with me?' He'd say, 'Why just

Be ready for your future

613 SESAME DRIVE WEST

EDINBURG • • • • 383-0725

one shot?'

682-0749

Reproductive Services

OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

PHARR (Bus. 83) ....... 787-7401
McAll.EN (Pecan) ...... 682-3176
McAll.EN (Bus. 83) ... 687-8269
McAll.EN (N. 10th) ... 682-1576

ILICJRQNICS

For posting on the
"Information super highway"

to one field goal attempt pa game. In
Amarillo one night, Cardenas saved
his one shot witil the lut three seconds
ofovertime, launching a 30 footairball
· which teammate Carlos McCullough
rebounded for the winning goal.
''Cardenu still thinks that shot went

Mon-Sun

8:30 - 4:30

Open Daily 6 p.m. to 2 a.m.
5¢ Draft Beer from 6 p.m. - 1 O p.m.

IFYOUWANf TO MAKE IT
IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER
IN OURS.

Walt Disney World Co. representatives will be on campus to
present an information session for Undergraduate Students on
the WALT DISNEY WORLD Summer/Fall '95 College Program .

WHEN: FRIDAY. FEB. 2-1,

10:-15.-\M
\\ HERf: Br\l\fSS .\0\11\ISTR.HIO\ Bl ILDI\G. ROO\I 11 O
.\I

Attendance at this presentation Is required to
interview /or tbe Summer/Fall '95 C.Ollege Program.
Interviews will be held following the presentation.
The following majors are encouraged ro auend:
Business, Communic:ition, Recreation/Leisure
Studies, Hospitality/Restaurant Management, and
Travel & Tourism.
Lifeguards are needed to work at our many Water
Parks and Resorts. Students with ANY
major are eligible to apply. You rteed to
hold lifeguard certification OR be a
strong swimmer and we'll provide the
training needed for an exciting
experience this summer or fall!
For more infunnadon contact:
Cooperative liducation Office
Phone: 381-2781

, ,c'UN:r~f'st.f \\brld Co.
Wbere studenls spend a semester getting
ITadyfor lbe , _ of lbelr 11,u
C The WaJ1 Duncy Co An cqw.l opporn.'lity crnploytt
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Ust from p. 3
gclica Avila. Araceli Avila. Oaudia
Aviles, Ericalru Calneles, Elsa A. Canni.
Victoria Anne Carrera. Rogelio Cavazos
Jr~ Judy Ann Conde. Charles W. Davis,
AruWs Noe de la Gana, Martha Elena de
Lc6n, Mayra A. Garcia.Also Lydia
G6tnez. Cynthia Marie Gonulez,
Also Nayeli Alethia Gonulez. Angela
Y. Guerra, Cynthia Haggerty. Jennifer
Renee Heredia. Juan Gilberto Heredia.
Ginger Alice Honse, Stephanie Lauren
Link, Eduardo Mancha. Gloria Patricia
Manzano, Marysol Martinez. Claudia
Patticia Mata, Lyssa N. Ochoa, Heather

M. Owens. Patticia Palomares. Nora Elia
Pttez. Maria Lourdes G. Prudencio, Elda
A. Pruneda. Rosario Ramfrez, Benita
Rocha, Rafael Rosales, AnaRosaRugerio,
Erica M. Smchez, Jessica M. Smchez,
Melissa Uresti., Octavio Vuquez, Inna
Venecia, Veronica J. Vera. Priscilla
Villarreal, Cynthia Melissa Wise.

PENITAS-Maricela Gonz'1ez and
San Juanita Maribel Robles.
PHARR-Adolfo Anaya. Tania E.
Buitron. Graciela Cano, Adelia Canni.
Rogelio Castillo, Oscar Elizondo, Amelia
Garda, Edna L. Garza. Leticia Garza,

Jose Carl011 Gonzales, Amres Gutimez.
Darlene F. Helems. Jllllll Y. Herbert., Rosita
Juvera, Gregorio Rodolfo Lopez. Nora C.
L6pez. Pamela L6pez. Yolanda Hilda
Molina,
Also Omar Eduardo Monrreal. Linda
Graciela Munoz, Cynthia Ruth
L6pezPalacios, Ramiro Paz Jr., Blanca L.
Ramfrez, Rosalinda S'1lchez, Leonardo
Saucedo, Ricardo Tamez. Maribel Tovar,
Jorge Felix Vuquez, Jodi Rychelle
Wachsmuth, Rosario Zuniga.

RAYMONDVILLE-ValeriaBarron.
Peggy Eilts, Lori Lynn Kosul, Priscilla
Nieto, ldolina Marla Reyna, Sophia L.
Trevmo and Victor Vel'2quez.

PORT ISABEL-Ver6nica Cruz and
Leif Erickson Varnam.

SAN BENITO-Muizel Aguilar,
Enedina Castillo, Rosa Anna Gonulez,

SUPER SAVINGS ON ENTIRE INVENTORY
ELECTRONIC WORLD
SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

Great Rooms for Rent
5300 N. 15th St.# 4
McAllen, Tx. 78504

CALCULATORS: FINANCIAL &SCIENTIFIC FOR STUDENTS &PROFESSIONALS,
H.P., CASIO, CITIZEN.
Z-FORCE: PERSONAL PROTECTION FOR $39.99
BATTERIES: FOR ALL KINDS OF CALCULATORS, WATCHES &CORDLESS PHONES
ALARM CLOCKS: BIG NUMBERS, DIGITAL &ANALOGS.
WATCHES: BOY LONDON, GUESS, PERRY ELLIS, CITIZEN, CASIO, TIMEX.

North McAllen, 15 minutes from University Campus.
Adjacent to nice Park.
Private rooms in large Townhouse; 3 rooms available
A) Room for one
B) Larger room to share with friend
C) Large private room
D) Large room ~;th own entrance

Big Saulng• 20% • 30¾ Leu from manufacturer'• augguted price
on all aunglasaea: Raybana, Porche Carrera, Serens-ti•,
Gucci, Chriatlan Dior and othen.
We are located near Sean at La Pltu0 Mall

Includes:
• Electricity
• Water

WATCHES, CALCULATORS, COMPUTER GAMES & Gins

W□ALD !Jlappy

ELECTA□n1c

'Valentine
'Day

La Plaza Mall C5
McAllen • 687-4225

RIO GRANDE CITY-Patricia
Galvm. Mariel Garza, Melissa Marie
Garza, Cynthia Marie Gonulez. Sonia
M. Gonzalez. Marisa Hinojosa, Melissa
Iris L6pez. Anna Maria Montalvo Pope.
ROMA-Venancio Garc!aJr.• Marisa
Hinojosa and Zulma D. Silva.

$250/month
$200 eaJmonth
$350/month
$300/month

• Laundry Facilities
• Maid Service

Interested? Call Mareli Flores: 971-8474

Claire Elizabeth Hand, Lucinda Leal,
Maria L Saucedo and Miguel Vargas.
SAN JUAN-Elio Almaguer, Enrique
Amdondo, Jesus Nerco Canro, Joaqufn
R. Castillo, Ashley M. Collins, Cristina
Isabtl DMla, Terry Yvonne Dreibelbis,
Juan Jo~ Ibarra, Kristin C. Jimenez.
Celeste Flores Johnson.Carlos R. Laun.
Va6nica Loera. Daniel A. L6pez. Cynitha
M. Madrigal, Eric Viruon Perkins,
Yolanda Rangel. Cynthia M. Rivera, John
A. Whitti.rz.

SANTA MARIA-Elisa L6pez.
SANTA ROSA-Edward Rippistine.
SEBASTIAN-Carlina J. Capelo and
Armando R. Smchez.
SULLIVAN CITY-Guillermina V
illarreal and Soffa Villarreal.
WESLACO-Mayela D. Alma- WI.
Gilberto Barraa. Trisha R. Blessington.
Marla Carr, Magdelena Castro, Ignacio
Heriberto Cavazos, Dori de los Santos,
Santos Delgado, Violeta Aores, Mark A.
Garza. Rolando Garza, Juan G. Guajardo,
Nancy Guerrao.
AlsoLizaL.Longoria,RobertoJ.Maya
Martinez. Yvette Martinez. Glenn A.
McAlpin, Efrain Molina Jr., Linda Molina,
Yolanda M. Montano, David Mora Jr.,
Manha Ortiz, Rhonda Kay Parkhill, Jason 0. Pena. Joseph P~rez.
Also llinielle Leigh Quesada, Jessica
Quintanilla, Gilbert Luna Rebolloso,
Adriana Robles, Sandra Rodr{guez,
Mickie Lee Rowlett, David Torres. Dalia
CavazosTrevmo, Jose GuadalupeTrevmo
Jr.• Aida Valero, Enedelia Vuquez.
Belinda Vega, Juan Carlos Villarreal,
Donna E. Weber, Lucina E. Ymez.

ZAPAT A-Abigail Morales.
AUSTIN-Whitney A. Morgan.
BALCH SPRINGS-Melba A.
Moreno.
BRAZORIA-Mandy Vitek.
EAGLE PASS-Marla Elena Reyes.
MATHIS-Karina LamL
MESQUUE-Rosario Ranurez.
REYNOSA, Mexico-Mildred
Barajas.
JOHOR BAHUR, Malaysi--Chee
Chun Oh.

Baseball from p. 7----played a veteran team,[UTSA] who
was in the playoffs last year. Each
year is a different a team, a different
season, so you start over every year,"
Ogletree, head co.ich said.
Ogletree is hoping that this year
his team can can go all the way to the
NCCA play-offs, but admits its going
to be a long road. They have a better
chance of making it than they did
before 1991, when they left their
Independent League and signed into
the Sun Belt Conference.
"When we were independent we
only had one chance to make it to the
play-offs, and the only way we were
guaranteedaspot. Nowwecanclench
a spot by having a good record, or by
winning the conference, Ogletree
said.
Ogletree thinks that his team will
get off the ground "when we get
everything together, and once
everyone gets to know everyone and
what they are capable of doing."
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(1 'Valentines 'Day tlii.s year is on 'Tiusdai/, 7e6ruary 14W
Come in now to maRJ, your sefutums of
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• Sweetheart ~oses • Carnations • \tanity Baskets •
Gourmet Baskets • Stuffed Animals • Baskets of Sweets
• Mugs of Kisses • Musical Treats
• Sexy Baskets for your Special Valentine!

pen on Sunday, As well as evenings beginning the 8lh of February.

4B01 North 10th St. • McAllen
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1116 S. Closner ~~
Edinburg
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~ Jae-Lin '.s w/11 deliver Valenttne gifts beginning February toth-t1.Jh. ~
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Roy's & Vivian's
,...Flower Shop
Stuffed Animals • Valentine Candies • Chips •
Cookies• Crackers • Fruit, and more.

Adult Gag Gifts
Fresh Roses by the Dozen• Half Dozen• Or Singles.

Say It 'Witli :Ffowers
383-0871 • 383-3116
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Carnations and different plants available. Gift ideas are
too numerous to list - you need to come and browse.
SPECIAL OFFER
If you order your Valentine Basket before February 10th,
we will add two (2) latex heart balloons free. What a deal I ! I I

810 S. Closner

Edinburg
SAYIT
'1ttTH ROSES.

1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG
1

Sonia :i !Bt:auty Shop
Student Cut $5 • Regular Cut $7
Open Monday - Saturday • 8:30 am to 6:30 pm
1603 W. University. Suite 5 • Edinburg

380-223 9
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
Defining New Dimensions In Student Heath Care
381-2511

Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall
February is National Heart Month

Check your Cholesterol Level
February 9 & loth 1995
8:30 • 11 :30 a.m.
Complete
Blood Fat Analysis

Students S10.oo

Faculty & Staff S1s.00
Free Blood Pressure
check & complimentary
American Heart Association Diet Given

Twelve Hour Fast required
Please call 381-2511 for app't.
ESRH Room 103
If special accomodations are necessary please call
Student Health Services at 381-2511. 3 days prior to
the event so that appropriate arrangements can be
made.
Your Student Service Fees at work

38.l-8611

Happy
Valentine's
Day
Send America's favorite
flowers to someone specialincluding yourself!
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ORDER EARLY!

N tGet 111.Jcht.
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Whataburge r 24 Hour Service
Treat your Valentine
to a #7 Combo Whatamea l
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with purchase of any # 1- #6 Combo
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'Valentine s'Day
Edinburg locations only

not valid with any other offer.
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